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––––––––– Author's Note –––––––––

I don't see it the way the controller of all mainstream media, Rupert Murdock, 

portrays it.  I don't even see it the way the underground pundits of the internet see 

it.  Even they cannot wrap their minds around the entire picture.  And neither can 

I entirely yet.  But I comprehend more as to what happened than that which has 

been disseminated by the news. It is a proposal that an act of murder by specifc 

factions through the direction of a shadow government is intent on creating a One 

World governance.  From this basic principle, I can form a fairly accurate account 

of what can only be accomplished by immobilizing a one time superpower and 

rendering its inhabitants powerless to defend their rights and  themselves. 

A prison is being built quietly around us and we are blind to it.  My purpose is 

to reveal this truth in spite of myself.  Think of me as a lunatic and you will allow 

yourself to live behind bars.  When an attempt to discredit me, I am prepared for 

the  worst.   I  am  not  here  to  mislead  you,  but  cause  you  to  expand and  ask 

questions.  The  information  herein  is  simply  presented  to  help you form  your 

opinion.  I caution you; however, for everything you read, hear, and see on the 

mainstream  news  is  designed  to  destroy  your  ability  to  think  logically.   The  

Giffords  case  is  unusual  and  broad  in  scope.   The  media  spin  is  crafted  in 

alignment  with  sensationalism  and  superfciality  that  parallels  entertainment 

television of today's standards and techniques.  If you follow this lead in thought, 

you will have contributed to the hope that we remain a free people.  

I am not making threats against our government;  this is a presentation of facts, 

leads, hypothesis, hearsay, and where I discuss aspects that seem unrelated to this  

case, it is relevant to illustrating truths.  I do this for the eyes wide open to actually 

see the image on the screen.  Most of us are not educated in the occult practices of 

the Global Elitists.  We are simply not trained to back-engineer the motives of our 

leadership's intent.  We are not told about the secret space program and defnitely 

not encouraged to seek the truth there.  I am presenting what is commonly termed 

a “Conspiracy Theory.”  I believe I am a realist by nature and I see the those that 

have conspired.  A conspiracy simply means that someone or some people are 

organizing and executing an action to do something evil by opposing the will of 

the people.  It is invariably deceptive and deceitful.  I see these acts clearly for they 

are in plain conscious sight and I refuse to by hypnotized by the news.   

Surprisingly,  there  is  formula  to  consider.  This  is  done  through  an 

understanding of the nature of the intent. The media's' sole purpose is to control 

by design your emotions to satisfy a psychological war-faring goal.  This is done 

to imprison you and your children in the coming times.  New legislation emerges 

subtly;  once locked in place it  expands swiftly.  George W. H.  Bush threatened
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Congress  with  Marshall  Law to  begin  the  feecing Americans  then  passed the 

baton to Wall Street's point man, Barack Obama, who carried out the remainder of 

the project by allowing some several millions grow to billions and then trillions 

like a runaway train.

Bullet proof mobile guard towers are appearing in small town USA.  These are 

the cornerstones of a prison.  All that is needed is the fnal dressing; razor wire, 

chain linked fencing, and some personnel to man them. This is the future of of our 

nation that will manifest as prison-like camps within our communities.

I'm suggesting that we are silently threatened by those that have and continue 

to conspire.  The purposeful destruction of the international trading system not 

linked to middle eastern terrorists is no longer theoretical.  We know for sure that 

the the World Trade Center “job” was choreographed and executed from within. 

An honest comparison to the offcial 9.11 analysis proves the point.  If you don't as 

yet question January 8th's event, then don't read, Sacrifce of a Congresswoman.

A local Tucson journalist for the 'Tucson Weekly' writes:

“... Too often lately, our public conversations are not based in fact and do not take place  

in the context of a common goal of making our society healthier. Instead, much o what 

passes for public debate consists of calculated lies spread by powerful and wealthy interests 

for the purpose of manipulating the masses, or hysterical nonsense posted anonymously on  

common threads that have come to be dominated by fear-mongering trolls. Such tripe is  

passively absorbed and refexively echoed by those who are too befuddled or too lazy to seek 

the truth and think for themselves. The end result is a shouting match that demonizes,  

stereotypes, distorts, divides -- and ultimately solves nothing. It may not be the cause of 

mass shootings, but it threatens the integrity of our democratic society...

…Today, January 20, marks the halfway point of President Barack Obama's term. In  

the next two years, the forces of distortion and manipulation will spend billions of dollars  

in an effort to fool us into voting against the public interest and in favor of their narrow,  

self-serving agenda. And, we'll hear all sorts of hateful nonsense about Obama, Mexicans,  

Muslims and any other bogeymen who can effectively be deployed to distract us from an 

honest  debate  of  the  critical  issues  at  hand.  Instead,  we  must  do as  Gabby has  done.  

Engage, participate, see people as they really are, listen and question with a true heart and  

a noble purpose, and work hard to overcome the trouble in this world and elevate the 

common good. We are Americans. But, above all, we are human...”15

– Randy Serraglio
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––––––––– PREFACE ––––––––– 

I  awoke  to  a  peculiar  call  on  Saturday  8,  2011  sometime  during  the  late 

afternoon. A friend relayed the news that Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords had 

been killed.  Giffords offce is walking distance from where I live.  

“Lee, you won't believe this... Gabriella was shot and killed this morning.”  I 

said, “Tell me.” “A 'cookoo clock'... oh, and he was so young too, he shot her in the 

head.  You won't believe this, but he shot eighteen people...”  The caller's native 

language  is  Spanish  and  uses  the  term “cookoo-clock”  when describing  nutty 

people.  I smile inside every time I hear her say it, but this situation defnitely was 

not for smiles.

All  I  knew about  Gabrielle  was  that  she  was a  friend of  my cousin,  Nellie 

Bracker, and had been to her house.  I also knew I couldn't get anyone who would 

speak with me upon visiting her offce. It was a failed to attempt, like so many 

before  me,  to  get  the  local  television  news  stations  to  discuss  aerial  spraying 

(known as chemtrails).  I felt that if anyone, it would be Gabrielle Giffords who 

would be strait with me.  I understand though – all politicians are quiet on the 

topic or else it's curtains for them. I also knew that she was pro abortion, was in 

support  of  carbon taxation through the  green movement,  an advocate  of  solar 

energy, and was supporting Obama's healthcare revenue generating scam that is 

intended to deny treatment rather than support health, etc.  I surrender to hope 

with any and all lawmakers whether they realized what they are doing or not. I 

lay my head back on the pillow to continue where I left off.   I  just  didn't  care 

much.  In truth, I knew very little about Gabrielle Giffords. I was not even aware 

she was married to an astronaut.  

I wasn't; however, insensitive to the attempt on her life.  Somehow, I had an 

intuition that Gabrielle was innocent and that she had to have been an uninformed 

pawn in a master chess match between the NWO and us.  I was trying to sleep, 

but tossed and turned all through the night.  I just couldn't get the thought out of 

my mind that Gabrielle Giffords and Judge John Roll, who I knew from a hushed-

up  case  that  goes  unreported.  The  case  involves  the  EPA against  toxic  waste 

dumping in Tucson and this I felt might be the sinister impetus for a “hit” than a 

kid  gone  mad.   I  wasn't  sure  yet.  By  Tuesday  I  literally  shot  up  in  bed after 

sleepless nights.  It took me that long to understand the complexity of the event. I 

now knew exactly why this happened, who was behind it and why, and what the 

implications to the nation's people were.  Whether it made sense to others or not, 

at least it kept me interested. 



I went with my internal instinct that the Congress on Your Corner massacre 

was orchestrated and intricate in scope. I felt that an act as violent as this must 

yield a convincing misdirection to the general masses as an outcome to “trap” 

their minds.  To achieve this, it had to have been extremely important.  The motive 

could not be the media's suggestion that a superfcial love hate relationship in the 

derranged mind of a young man towards a female politician. 

 I felt that in order to comprehend more of this case, I had to treat the debate 

between what the media was dishing out by comparing it to shadow government 

operations of yesterday, yesteryear and yesterdecade to understand the dynamics.

What startled me into reality was how numerology and 

symbology of occultism factored in on that day.  

For almost 72 hours, I missed the obvious 

– I rarely do that on something

of this magnitude.  

There was more about Judge John Roll and Gabrielle Giffords.  She had to have 

been on our side and I felt that because she was a gun rights activist I had to fnd a  

way to warn the people that she was killed for preserving that right.  I knew one 

thing; January 8th was the beginning of the end to our freedoms –  a sort of new- 

9.11.   We  were  now going  to  be  irreversibly  separated  from  the  Constitution. 

Somebody had to do something and I felt it might as well be me. 

I must have tossed in the right direction in the wee hours of tuesday morning 

when I thought of Saturday's date. I then yelled out loud frightening even myself 

for it made complete sense now and all I needed to do was scout for evidence to 

present.  

I added January (1) to the day (8) to make nine and placed eleven next to it. 

911. It was then that I knew.
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––––––––– About This Project –––––––––

When I noted the media hype surrounding Dupnik I clearly understood what 

had happened.  It was obvious when he delivered a public address regarding the 

assassination attempt on Gabrielle Giffords life that he accidently, not on purpose, 

used words that could launch an investigation outside the immediate focus on the 

shooter.  It would link the killer to the CIA. I can imagine how careful the well 

paid  speech  writers  specializing  in  presidential  deliveries  spend  much  time 

preparing and crafting what will be said.  Every word is selected carefully and 

used specifcally and with purpose to derive the desired result.  The sheriff has no 

such  team.   He  chose  to  use  the  words  “vitriolic”  and  “rhetoric”  when 

contemplating what he would say on behalf of what appeared to be his friend, 

Gabrielle Giffords.  Had he composed the same speech using softer phrases with 

the exclusion of overly repeated words,  the media attack would have been the 

same.  The CFR controlled psychological mechanism would still criminalize him 

for exposing a possible doorway – a direction they didn't want the public to take.  

Sheriff  Dupnik  did  sort  of  the  right  thing.   This  case,  as  profoundly  more 

important  than  anything  anyone  has  done  in  his  past  should  be  reconsidered 

because what happened in January of 2011 far exceeds superfcial mud slinging. 

our freedoms are at stake.  I will expose Dupnik for wrong doings, but keep in 

mind that he can, if he comes clean with you and me, would be an asset to making 

certain change of face.  The momentum of the New World Regime to posses all 

power over  the world is fast tracking and sure.  They are sure it is unstoppable. 

All of us learning the truth about the murders and who was behind the matter can 

cause  a  shift  in  consciousness,  a  mass  waking  up  of  sorts,  to  smartly  elected 

offcials, Judge John McCarthy Roll was one such man, who was honestly driven 

to bring Americans back from disoriented thought.  We can rebuild and take back 

what was stolen.  More importantly, we can survive the Global Elite's need to keep 

us fearful of everything.  

“If you see something say something,” announces Janet Napolitano. Have you 

ever heard of such nonsense?  I “see” that just a handful of CEOs and bankers stole 

trillions and I'm “saying” something. That, of course, reaches deaf ears.  If I snitch 

on you for leaving a paper bag full of groceries on the sidewalk when you forgot 

the bag, then it  is  you that  pays the bill  for  the  bomb squad sectoring off  the 

neighborhood for an entire afternoon and residual fnes that you are responsible 

for  because  the  feds  paid  me  well.   Me  the  snitch?   Well,  Janet  says  I'm  not 

accountable  for tattling according to the new unidentifed terrorist  she says is  
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operating here.   I'm not  joining the millions of  watchdogs needed to  imprison 

myself and you.  It is a mindset of servitude designed to promote subservience in 

order to self-jail our own citizens. We will have sold out to offshore puppeteers. 

That includes our naturally born Kenyan leader.  Shake down the judge with your 

voice holding the actual birth certifcate and you'll see.

I am unable to review the security video tapes taken by the FBI nor know if 

Jared Lee Loughner had a communications device in his ear.  Judy Clark won't let 

us see the real mug shot.   Therefore, only an estimate of the sequence of shots 

taken and actions are based on conjecture at this point.  I'm seeing the scenario as if 

it were monitored and controlled in real time where information would be fed to 

the shooter from a control  center.   I  have spoken with EMTs and offcials  who 

could not say anything.  I am precautionary in my investigation as sensitive this 

subject is.  I am aware of investigative reporters whose lives have already been 

taken when they probed too far.  My hope is that this information comes forth 

which would verify or  not the information mentioned here.   If  attendees were 

profled on the spot and Christina Taylor Green's birthday on September 11, 2001 

were known, it could be that Loughner was transmitted the go ahead to target the 

little girl.  

What about me?  I think I'm what's known as a “sleeper.”  A sleeper is one who 

unknowingly  is  prepared  for  the  right  moment  with  all  the  right  tools  and 

training. Like an MKULTRA indoctrinate, but in reverse by good people and for 

the right reason. If  I  had been an alternative media pundit,  I  would have been 

intercepted, corrupted and blackmailed to feed you disinformation in exchange for 

my life.  I  see everything as it is and cannot be conditioned to deny facts.  I'm 

taking an action step and am driven by non self-serving thought.  I was told not 

long ago that it is time to show myself and make my “mark”.

The one idea that separates me from false illusion or circular thinking is what 

Jordan Maxwell once told me in person.  With every bit of intelligence that crosses 

my path and what people's opinions are, I look at the totality of it all to make sense 

of what most consider, or simply say, “I think this is what happened....” You're 

expected to think in circles. I don't think any longer. I intuitively know.  Looking 

back on my experience in predicting outcomes and those of others that have come 

true, therefore, I do not struggle with second guesses.  Jordan says this publicly, all 

the time, and for the forty and more years he is proud of researching.  It is no 

secret.

“Nothing... nothing ever happens by accident” 

- Jordan Maxwell



Chapter 1
Neo 9.11:  Arrested Freedoms

"The individual is handicapped by coming face to face 
with a conspiracy so monstrous that 

he cannot believe it exists" 

– J. Edgar Hoover FBI Director

       A rogue killer, just a 

kid gone mad, stopped 

off  at  Walmart  and 

procured his bullets for 

his  nine  millimeter 

pistol just hours before 

his  love-hate  interest 

spoke  openly  to  the 

public  about  politics. 

His weapon had not collected dust nor logged time in service.  Yet, when 

he shot eighteen people – six of them to death and two of them targeted 

with precision marksmanship, an obvious question arises. In the furry of 

chaos, had the gunman's wrist been angled just a half degree over to the 

right, that bullet would have killed Gabrielle Giffords instantly.  Thinking 

she would not survive,  those responsible can only hope she never talks 

again.  The sheriff made a mistake too.  He eluded to others responsible 

for the killings.   The news was swift  and the damage controlled at his 

expense.  You will be hypno-programmed to vindicate the families of the 

victims  by  yearning  for  immediate  corporal  punishment  to  Jared  Lee 

Loughner.  This is what they expect.  This is not what happened.
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The Prison Infrastructure Begins With The 
Sacrifice Of A Congresswoman 

In the year 2001, one particular day was chosen by the Global Elites that 

symbolized a trademarked “emergency” known for an entire decade as 

9.11.  It will live forever as the moment the United States of America and 

its trade of power became dislocated from the rest of the world.

The umbilical cord, as characterized by trade now severed, was a fnal 

blow to the country's highly esteemed position of power on the planet 

that it once had established. Who could ever imagine that there would be 

another 9.11?  Amazingly, there happened to be one on Saturday,  January 

8, 2011.

This 9.11 did not require decades of planning, the use of nanothermite 

and a team of demolitionists, a president's brother in charge of security 

operations  of  the  World  Trade  Center  buildings,  four  jets,  a  false  fag 

script, nor any of the intense planning and funding to produce. Neither 

did this recent 9.11 have to be orchestrated as an epic event. The amazing 

aspect is that it did not require a successful outcome either.  If the shooter 

missed each and every individual with the exception of Judge John Roll, a 

satisfactory result would occur. 

Before  we  begin  the  story  of  the  assassination  attempt  on  Gabriella 

Giffords, with all the details of which are not privy to the public, let us 

frst  reveal  the  ritualistic  symbology  that  could  very  well  mean 

“Emergency”  again.

“Nothing is as dangerous as choosing not to know”

- Scott Wilson
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Numerology & Ritualistic Symbols
Events like this have been linked to ritualistic murders exemplifed by 

several complex situations mirrored in history by peculiar circumstances. 

For instance, the 1990's death of Princess Diana begs many questions as to 

why the  emergency medical  vehicle  was  told to  wait  over  40  minutes 

before  entering  the  tunnel  where  the  accident  happened  and  why 

surveillance cameras were turned off and importantly, why the time and 

date correlates to reoccurring occultic events. The massacre took place on 

a Saturday.  The name of this day originates from the planet Saturn which 

is worshiped by the occult.  Looking at the 2011 date.

1/8/11.  1+8 and 11  =  9.11. 

Loughner  began  discharging  bullets  10  minutes  after  10am  Tucson, 

Arizona time.  Two Xs.  This numeric symbol “X” has its origins in the 

occult world.  To illustrate the point about this symbol, it can be observed 

in places and instances where it really should not belong.  No one has ever 

questioned the symbol's meaning and origin in time.

The basic yet classic television show where it can be seen is from the 

1960's television program designed to groom and condition generations of 

children,  Mr.  Rogers  Neighborhood.  The  Owl,  which  represents  the 

infamous Bohemian Grove statute named  Molek, is synonymous with  X 

The Owl.  Out of the thousands of names one can name a character, why 

use  the  letter  of  the  alphabet?  Sesame  Street  was  designed  to  teach 

children  the  alphabet  and  numbering  system    while  Mr.  Rogers 

Neighborhood focused on grooming kids to accept the aristocracy as our 

leaders.   The central theme of the set was a kingdom complete with a 

castle, a king, queen, and a prince. Incidentally, X The Owl and the cast of 

characters  also  representing  occultism  reside  in  the  “Land  of  Make 

Believe,”  paralleling  this  nation's  mindset, no  longer  caring  as  we 

continue to seek our solace in contrived “media of make believe.”

Familiar examples in which the branding of products using “X”  fnds 

its way into mainstream include:
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X Box, X Generation, X Games, X Files, Windows XP & Mac OSX.

Fred Rodgers performed his function for thirty three seasons (33 degrees 

of Freemasonry) and then retired from the industry; 33 is a sign that the 

television show had symbolic roots to the occult.  

This  extraordinary  relationship of  symbols  and dates  correlating   to 

January 8, 2011 seems to have tones that cannot possibly originate from 

outside the circles of occultism.  The coincidences cannot be more obvious.

Many relationships are being realized by various people.  Appendix C

courtesy of Green family & Getty Images

     

Masquerading 9.11

Christina Taylor Green was only nine when she died at the hospital 

from a gunshot wound to 

her chest an hour after the 

event. A third-grader and 

already an aspiring 

politician, Christina had 

just been elected to the 

student council at Mesa 

Verde Elementary school. 

and 
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her highly acclaimed whistle-blowing site, projectcamelotportal.com, a web- 

site  dedicated  to  disclosure,  suggests  that  Loughner  had  several 

encounters  with  the  current  chairman of  the  US  Federal  Reserve,  Ben 

Bernanke, in 2010.  This information is pending verifcation.  The claim is 

that  three  encounters  were  meetings  held  in  private  between  a  global 

powerhouse White House Obama administrative cabinet member and a 

troubled snot-nosed 22 year old.  The anonymous tipster states that these 

Bernanke and Loughner meetings are under federal  investigation.  This 

information has yet to be verifed as true.

In  the  meantime,  a  complete  media-generated  profle  has  been 

surfacing for consumption by the general  public.   The mechanism that 

created a Manchurian Candidate, if this is what happened, would want 

the public's  attention to  focus only on the individual  as the self-styled 

criminal in order to character assassinate him through public controlled 

incrimination via entertainment venues we call  the news.  The media's 

sensationalistic  style  is  taking  advantage  of  Loughner's  self-imposed 

drugging, last minute assembly of essential tools for a “hit” including the 

purchase of bullets just hours prior to 10:00am, and so on, as examples to 

portray him as a rogue operator. 

An operation as intricately orchestrated as this was likely to be carefully 

staged to illustrate to the public how easy it is to assemble and craft a 

killing  machine  on  a  moments  notice.  It  is  all  about  defeating  the  2nd 

Amendment rights over the course of this year, 2011.  Once Americans are 

disarmed, then lost in favor of the Elites during this silent war will be our 

First Amendment right to freedoms, in particular Article One aspect of 

which the frst amendment is specifc.  A US citizen will not be able to 

utter any word referencing governmental agencies and its members, text 

message, blog, report, or email safely without being monitored.

This will preserve the true meaning of Saturday's  event as time goes 

on. While the public snoops and garners more superfcial “factoids” about 

the assassin, people will soon lose sight of the forest for the trees for they 

will  have  been  conditioned  to  focus  only  on  a  few  people.  Gabrielle 

Giffords, a  deranged Jared Lee Loughner, and an innocent child caught in 

the  chaos  of  the  tragedy.   We  will  be  intellectually  controlled  while  
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diversion  takes  place  rather  than  seek  the  answers  as  to  why  this 

happened.  We will  have bought into the corporate media spin that is 

emotionally  driven.  Loughner, it characteristically seems, was groomed 

for a mercenary job.  

The tide of FBI investigators who fowed into Tucson soon after the 

shooting  spree  has  waned  from  a  quarter  thousand  men  and  women 

agents  down to  less  than  twenty-fve as  of  January  25,  2011.7  This  is 

seventeen  days  after  the  shooting.   It  is  unknown  as  to  how  much 

evidence has been hidden, scrubbed, modifed, and or suppressed.  We 

know that in past events similar to this that evidence is lost or deleted 

from  court  proceedings.  Losing  evidence  is  a  customary  practice  and 

unfortunately we are too numb to take action over it.  

Above  Left:  Comparison  between  the 
Pima  County  forensics  department 
photo  of  Jared  Lee  Loughner  on 
January  11,  2011  released  three  days 
after  booking.  The  neck  length  and 
relationship  with  ear  and  chin  length 
and  dimensions  are  points  of 
contention. 

Background:  Court  rendition  of  Jerod 
Lee  Loughner  within  5-6  weeks  after 
being  completely  shaved  bald.   Note 
the hair line covering the top of the ear 
and elongation of the face.
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There is contention that Jared Lee Loughner was not at the event and 

that  another  person  posing  as  him  was.  This  would  be  a  reasonable 

alternative  to  the  Manchurian  Candidate  theory  indicating  that  an 

operation was carefully planned by an professional assassin.  Loughner 

called Tucson Police in 2008 claiming that his identity had been stolen.  To 

make  an  operation  “stick,”  he  could  be  questioned by  authorities  just 

prior to the shooting.  An encounter did occur prior to the event when he 

was  stopped  by  an  Arizona  Game  and  Fish  Department  offcer for 

running a red light.  A look-a-like could pass a routine stop.  Why would 

his hair be shaven clean when there is no protocol for shaving hair?  Why 

would forensics require this procedure if they are responsible for taking 

Loughner's  picture  instead  of  the  booking  department?   Loughner 

appears  heavier  in  the photograph than in the  artists  sketch.   He also 

appears  to  have  grown  his  hair  in  record  time  for  his  frst  court 

appearance.  His hair extends beyond the top of his ears.  Can the court 

drawing be the image of a different person?  Two booking pictures of him 

taken  by  the  U.S.  Marshals  after  Loughner  was  booked  into  federal 

custody are not being released to the public as per one of the rulings by 

Judge Larry Allen Burns at the request of  defense attorney Judy Clark 

during February 18th  hearing.

On February 22, The U.S. Marshals Service released a new image of 

Jared Loughner taken in front of a cinder block wall, wearing a mustard-

colored jail dressing and a white T-shirt beneath. Loughner's hair is grown 

out slightly indicating that it was taken in Maricopa county after the Pima 

County  Sheriffs  department  forensics  photo  was  taken.  The  photo  is 

clearer showing that the cut on his right forehead is more pronounced.

Defense attorneys had argued against releasing the new photo, saying 

that  it  would  invade  the  suspect's  privacy  and  doesn't  serve  any 

legitimate public interest.  In addition,  mug shots reveal  people at their 

most humiliating moments.  Perhaps all of us can sigh relief when video 

surveillance is removed and all U.S. citizens' privacy is protected.  They 

must be hiding something.

Burns  said  he  did  not  agree  the  photo  would  invade  Loughner's 

privacy or harm his chance at a fair trial, but he said he didn't have the
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authority to rule on the matter because the 6th Circuit requires the U.S. 

Marshals Service to release the photo.

U.S. Marshall Service photo image of Jared Lee Loughner taken in Maricopa County after 
being transferred from Pima County.  There is still no picture released of Loughner taken on 
February 8, 2011.  The left ear exhibits abrasions or piercings. If his ears are not pierced, what 
could be the cause of these unusual shaped markings? Could Loughner have been ftted with 
a listening receiver removed by federal agents once taken into custody?
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The Surgery
Gabrielle's Husband, Mark Kelly, arrived in Tucson hours after being 

notifed of the tragedy.  By then, the surgery had been performed.  

During what  appeared in  the  mainstream news to be  a  miraculous 

recovery,  questions  as  to  the  fact  that  Gabrielle  Giffords  had  actually 

spoke words are not validated and proven by voice recordings.  We are 

told details of her speaking events by select reporting via spokespersons 

unrelated to the medical profession who were not present with Gabrielle 

when she was observed asking for toast and then singing.  Who did she 

ask  toast  from  and  why  has  the  medical  staffer  who  she  asked  been 

invited for television appearances to talk about the experience?  We are 

accustomed to sensationalizing in peculiar ways these little triumphs.  I'm 

sure Oprah's producers inquired, but were denied? After all, the public 

has a fascination for details on America's darling.  Strangely, there were no 

accolades for Gabrielle.  Proof has not been presented to the public in the 

form  of  a  recording.   The  assumption  that  she  did  speak  is  easily 

acceptable;  however,  by  now  it  would  be  expected  she  is  conversing 

routinely.  Did Gabrielle try to ask for food and attempt to form the words 

of a song with her lips only?  No further reporting is being made.

On a similar token, Jared Lee Loughner's actual Saturday January 8th's 

booking mug shot has not been made available either.  No duplicate copy 

copy  of  the  supermarket's  surveillance  video  were  retained  for 

independent  analysis.   And  yet,  a  public  approval  or  acceptance  the 

suspect is in fact Jared Loughner has been established. A comparison of 

both  original  images  would  instantaneously  satisfy  the  inquiry.  It  is 

anyone's guess as to the identity of the suspect physically there and taken 

into custody.  Was it the kid, or someone else?

The duo who performed the operation are silent on the specifc details 

of the procedure; however, Dr. Hirsch at the UMC Medical Center and 

friend of Dr. Peter Rhee who lead the surgery on Gabrielle Giffords says 

that  Dr.  Rhee  non-publicized  comments  pertain  to  questioning  why 

Gabrielle maintains her seat in Congress.  He is allegedly noted as saying 

“.. that there is no possible way she would ever speak again” because of 

the amount of damaged brain tissue [partial hemispherectomy] that was 
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performed on Gabrielle Giffords.  He added that untold specifcs of the 

procedure was dire because much as half of the left side brain concerning 

the  speech  regions  was  beyond  recovery  and  that  the  most  damaged 

sections were removed through the area where the brain case (skull) had 

been surgically exposed. 

This  may  suggest  that  not  all  was  revealed  publicly  about  the 

operation.  It may also indicate that the Congresswoman having asked for 

toast on February 9 then later that same month sang American Pie,  is a 

fabrication.  Illustrated  is  the 

procedure  conducted  to  relieve 

pressure. In Gabrielle's case it was a 

much  larger  section  removed over 

the  left  hemisphere.  The  news 

reported that Dr. Rhee conducted a 

hemicraniectomy  in  which  nearly 

half of Gabrielle Gifford's skull bone (brain case) was removed in order to 

relieve pressure on her brain as it swelled.  What is not clear is whether 

intracranial (within the skull) pressure was due to intracellular (inside the 

cell) swelling of the white and grey tissue and if the swelling really was 

due to pressure caused by excessive bleeding and edema of the lymph 

fuid,  or  all  conditions  combined.  The  extracellular  edema  would  be 

depressurized by both entry and exit holes of the bullet and if the entire 

left  hemisphere  had  swelled  because  of  the  brain  tissue,  this  would 

explain why “half” her brain case was removed.  Or, it would corroborate 

the alleged hemispherectomy in which they removed some or all of the 

left hemisphere.  If the later is true of the speech centers, it would be her 

right  hemisphere  compensating  for  the  loss  of  cognitive  speech  and 

analytical  thinking  in  which  she  was  able  to  sing,  if  indeed  she  sang. 

Patients  that  undergo  left  side  hemispherectomies  may  regain  speech 

capability,  but  it  does  not  happen  within  one  month  of  an  injury  as 

dramatic as this nor certainly with a supposed surgical procedure of this 

magnitude.



Space Shuttle Endeavour sits in the distance on Launch Pad B.  Atlantis is in the foreground. 
Courtesy: NASA



Chapter 7
 Nasa & The Mission in Space

“There is a principle which is a bar against all 
information, which is proof against all arguments

and which cannot fail to keep a man in
everlasting ignorance – that principle is

contempt prior to investigation.”

- Herbert Spencer

NASA, The Final Missions of the Space 
Shuttle Endeavour, Discovery and Atlantis
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The  American  Association  for  the  Advancement  of  Science  in 

Washington on February 20,  2011 announced seriousness  in the matter 

concerning  solar  fares  originating  from  the  Sun  they  term  a  "Solar 

Katrina."

It  is  believed,  but  not  expressed by NASA or the news,  that a large 

planet  sized  object  known  as  Planet  X,  or  Nibiru,  is  altering  Jupiter's 

orbital period  and reports are indicating that other planetary orbits in this 

solar system are being changed as the celestial body closes in.

An earth  quake or  series  of  them are  being reported  near  the  New 

Madrid due in the month of March and it is speculated that a solar storm 

that is very large may cause earthquakes.  The Sun has been solar fare 

and sun spot dormant during an eight year cycle,  however,  the media 

may emphasize that as the only reason for drastic earth changes that may 

occur during the year 2011.  

As far back as 2004, an armed forces remote viewer, Major Edward A. 

Dames,  United States  Army (ret.)  predicted that  a  Shuttle fight would 

eventually  encounter  a  meteor  shower,  forcing  the  mission  to  abort. 

Dames is the world's foremost remote viewing teacher and is a decorated 

military intelligence offcer. He is an original member of the U.S. Army 

prototype remote viewing training program serving as the training and 

operations  offcer  for  the  Defense  Intelligence  Agency's  psychic 

intelligence (PSIINT) collection unit. This may explain the reason for the 

space shuttle Atlantis designated as a reconnaissance fight to rescue the 

astronauts of the STS-134 Endeavour mission set for April. this may be the 

"Harbinger  Event"  that  Ed Dames  alluded  to  before  a  'Cosmic  Event' 

happens.  Gabrielle Giffords in fear for her husbands life could very well 

had a need to warn all of us of this highly secretive knowledge. 

While  Major Dames has  been wrong on several  predictions,  what is 

known to be true or not is shrouded in mystery.  The public rarely hears 

what really happens and when it does, the entire truth is suppressed.  I do 

include this information, however, because there are more coincidences 

interlinking that cannot be overshadowed with skepticism.  
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DEXTRE unloading payload from a shuttle for use on the Space Station

The Mission in Space

 NASA

      

Giffords holds seats on the House Science 

and  Technology,  House  Armed  Services  and 

House  Foreign  Affairs  committees,  and  has 

served as chairwoman of the House Space and 

Aeronautics Subcommittee. 

She is married to Veteran astronaut, Mark Kelly, who is scheduled to 

command the fnal fight of the Space Shuttle Endeavour which is slated 

for  operation  on or  after  April  19,  2011.  This  date  has  been  unusually 

postponed time and again  for  over  six  months.  Kelly is  also  a Former 

Navy Captain and it happens to be the US Navy who is intimately familiar 

and aware  of  Planet  X's  potentialities.  They have  even  outlined  a  safe 

haven for retired navy personnel in the Arkansas-Missouri Ozarks.  His 

identical  twin,  Scott  Kelly commands the Expedition 26 mission and is 

currently living aboard the International Space Station.
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Nibiru
The tenth planet is also known as Planet X.  Whether one believes it or 

not, it is on its way. The Sumerian Scrolls as well as many other cultures 

tell us this. The Pioneer 10 space probe launched in 1973 detected Nibiru 

in 1979 then  discover it  in 1982. Planet X was acknowledged by NASA, 

and in 1983, the IRAS (Infrared Astronomical Satellite) detected a large 

object  in  deep  space  and  the  JPL  deemed  it  newsworthy  on  several 

occasions; however, not in recent years.  Ironically, Nibiru is also referred 

to as “Gabriel's Fist” and the name bears similarity to Gabrielle.14 

It is racing towards us and the Elite know that havoc will rage in the 

oceans enough that it is predicted great tsunamis will wipe out Kennedy 

Space  Center  as  well  as  other  coastal  NASA Facilities  including  Cape 

Canaveral; however,  they  don't  want  this  information  in  the  public 

domain.   Perhaps  the  global  elitists  are  prepared  with  a  faked  alien 

invasion  known  as  “Project  Bluebeam.”  Whether  it  happens  or  not, 

preparations by the Elite  are being made.  The fnal  Shuttle Mission is 

testament to this fact.

Because  Gabrielle  Giffords  is  close  to  the  aerospace  council  arenas 

which  include  high  tech  and  the  intimate  connections  she  has  with 

astronauts in and out of space, speculation that can be extrapolated is that 

she is aware of the destructive passage of Nibiru through the solar system 

when it cruises past earth.  She may have had plans to warn the people*.

The next to the last planned mission of the Space Shuttle Program is the 

fnal  fight of  the  Endeavor.  This fight will  deliver the Alpha Magnetic 

Spectrometer and an ExPRESS Logistics Carrier to the ISS. Changes in the 

design of the main payload, AMS-02, as well as delays to STS-133 have led 

to postponement after postponement in the mission. It is now targeted to 

launch on or after April 19, 2011, with a contingency mission to rescue a 

stranded STS-134 crew, being the STS-335 fight which will mark the fnal 

voyage of the space shuttle Atlantis.

*For media disclosure, See Appendix H
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Micrometeoroid Debris Protective Shields - The 
International Space Station (ISS)

The  purpose  of  the  shields  is  to 

strengthen  the  defense  factor  on  the 

station due to the anticipated barrage 

of debris of rocks, purported by  RBN 

talk-show  Host,  John  Moore's, 

"Classifed Source."  He speculates the 

debris  feld  to  have  an  expanse  of  a 

quarter million miles on either side of 

the planet accompanying Planet-X, or 

Nibiru as it is also known.

 The  Endeavour will  deliver  two S-

band  communications  antennas,  a 

high-pressure  gas  tank,  additional 

micro-meteoroid debris  reinforcement

 
Meteoroid reinforcement & debris shields: 
NASA

In  the  processing  facility  at  NASA's 
Kennedy  Space  Center,  a  technician 
installs  multi-layer  insulation  on  the 
Meteoroids and Debris  Protective  Shield 
of the Permanent Multi-purpose Module, 
or PMM. The additional shields are being 
sent  to  the  ISS  on  the  STS-134  Mission 
aboard  the  Space  Shuttle  Endeavour 
commandeered by Mark Kelly.

shields and the DEXTRE Robotic arms on spacecraft that are used to move 

very large objects in space.                 

But, there happens to be a discrepancy about the payload described by 

NASA.  Nibiru researcher, John Dinardo, on August 9, 2010, emphasizes 

suspicious  activity  related  to  the  STS-131  shuttle  mission  to  the  Space 

Station:
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Eight and a half tons of  equipment has been launched up to the  

International Space Station. I don't know how heavy that station is,  

but it would appear that major renovation work is ongoing up there,  

and what about the tonnage that is being kept secret? Anyone who is  

familiar  with  the   consistent  deceit  and the continual  lying by our 

government  should suspect  that  8  1/2 tons is  likely  a  falsely  small  

estimation of the actual tonnage. Usually, they cut fgures to one-half  

or one-third of their actual value, when they deceive the public about 

one of their typically clandestine operations. 

Everyone who is awake knows about the massive celestial body(ies)  

now being  gravitationally  drawn in by  our Sun, and the  resultant 

cataclysms. So, of course, the prime and sole focus of the criminals at 

the top is to escape the coming disasters. I believe that the International  

Space Station is a component in their clandestine escape plan, along  

with their trillion dollar underground cities, which Gov. Jesse Ventura 

recently documented on the TruTV channel.

There is no other explanation for the wave of some sort of anticipated 

debris cloud as there are none documented on any chart. If so, none is 

reported to the general public through any of the space and aeronautical 

fltering  outlets  designed  to  inform  the  public.   In  fact,  reported  one 

month later on January 12, is an article in NASA Science News that the 

Solar and Heliospheric Observatory detected a storm of 25 house-sized icy 

comets that careened into the sun beginning on Dec 13th and ending on 

the 22nd.

Why is this report one month late? 

Could it be a matter of concealment?
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Whistle Blowers?

Sean O'Keefe & Sen. Ted Stevens

On August  10,  2010,  former 

NASA  Administrator,  Sean 

O’Keefe, with his son, survived 

a downed small airplane crash 

en route to a private lodge in a 

remote  area  of  Alaska.  Nine 

people  were  aboard  the  craft 

including, Republican Senator       Left: Sean O'Keefe,                Right: Sen. Ted Stevens 

Ted Stevens of Alaska who was not so fortunate in the mishap.  

Ted  Stevens  had  a  lengthy  career  political  career  and  was   a  long 

standing  Republican  Senator  for  the  state  of  Alaska.   His  record  is 

tarnished with federal investigations.  In the Wikipedia biography, there is 

mention of an article titled “Shishmaref feels heat of global warming” on 

September 3, 2007.  In this article by John Tracy of KTUU.com, Stevens 

said: 

We're at the end of a long, long term of warming. 700 to 900 years  

of  increased  temperature,  a  very  slow  increase.  We  [Congress? 

Deceased climatologists/scientists?] think we're close to the end of that.  

That means that we'll start getting cooler gradually, not very rapidly,  

but cooler  once again and stability  might come to this region for  a  

period of another 900 years.

The article is no longer appears on-line from the KTUU.com website.  It 

would be assumed, then, that the senator had differing views from that of 

Al  Gore  and  his  emphasis  on  global  warming  taxation  based  upon 

human created carbon dioxide. This places a hurdle between the shroud 

of deception lawmakers and globalists are establishing in order to prove 

their argument for installing taxes on our “carbon footprint.”  

Could it be that both men were whistle blower targets with close ties 

with the space program's secret agendas?  
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Brian Marsden

Chief  Astronomer  Brian  Marsden  famed  for  his 

unique  ability  to  accurately  track  and  predict 

potentially threatening comets and asteroids, had a 

long term illness and  passed away on November 11, 

2010.  At  Harvard,  Marsden  served  as  supervisory 

astronomer  at  the  Smithsonian  Astrophysical 

Observatory and as director emeritus of the Minor 

Planet Center.  He quite possibly was murdered for assumed fear that he 

would leak information about Nibiru. 

John P. Wheeler III: A complex question

John P. Wheeler III, who had been in the Bush 

senior administration, was a former Army offcer, 

a  West  Point  graduate,  and  worked  in  the 

Pentagon.  Wheeler  had  done  securities  and 

exchange commission stints, including a job with 

Mitre Corporation. He was a consultant at the Jet 

Propulsion  Laboratory  (JPL)  which  is  a  primary  point  of  contention 

regarding any whistle blowing involving the secret space program.  

John Wheeler  became  a  specialist  in  logistics  and environment,  and 

hahadving  written  one  of  the  most  important  manuals  on  the 

effectiveness of biological and chemical weapons leading to his hire by 

Mitre Corporation in 2009.  Mitre Corp. is responsible for the development 

of  the  computer  control  systems  used  in  the  aerial  chemical  sprayer 

tankers  by  the  Air  Force  and 

fown by NATO pilots illegally in 

the United States.

The  mystery  surrounding 

Wheeler's death begins with the 

media's   portrayal  as  his  being 

mysteriously  killed.   His  body  was  found  at  the  Cherry  Hill  Island 

Landfll in Wilmington, Delaware on Dec. 31, having last been reported 

about to board an Amtrack train headed for home after a meeting with 
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government  offcials.   Two days  prior,  video  in  an  underground  hotel 

parking structure records him under the infuence of a disorienting drug. 

Other than eye witnesses verifying his not being under the infuence of 

alcohol shortly after the video tape capture, this was the last time he was 

seen alive.

With regard to the Giffords assassination attempt, there may be more, 

but not by much, of a similarity with Wheeler and Judge Roll's intentions. 

Roll was perhaps inclined to rule detrimentally against the companies in 

the  Environmental  Protection Agency (EPA) case  vs.  Corporations  that 

polluted the environment with electrifed hydrocarbons TCEs & PCBs. (see 

Appendix J for the contaminant list). Physicist, Colleen Tomas comments:

Wheeler knew about phosgene poisoning being purposely seeded 

over  populated  areas  via  aerial  spraying.  This  covert  activity  is  

happening  not  only  in  Europe,  but  worldwide  including  the  US.  

Phosgene  is  the  chemical  cache  confscated  from  Saddam  Hussein 

during the Iraq invasion.  It's the same chemical causing the mass bird 

die off as well as among other animals.4  

Wheeler  threatened  at  a  Washington,  D.C.  Meeting  the  that  if  the 

Obama Administration did not cease and desist with the poisoning, that 

he was going to tell Russian Prime Minister, Vladimir Putin. 

In  fact,  a  report  prepared  for  Prime  Minister  Putin  by  the  Foreign 

Military Intelligence Directorate (GRU) states that Wheeler was murdered 

on his way home from a Washington D.C. meeting where he posed the 

threat of exposure for an accident involving Phosgene gas in Arkansas. 

The US had told Russia that agents would be destroyed and then lied 

about it. They did not want John Wheeler to expose them for that or the 

deliberate spraying of the lethal chemical, phosgene.  A reporter who had 

followed the Wheeler case in conjunction with the  phosgene poisoning 

has recently been murdered as well.

Perhaps Wheeler has no knowledge of the space agenda coming up in 

mid  April  and  the  pending  threat  of  Nibiru's  wrath,  but  there  is  an 

indication that, because he was a high level consultant to JPL, the Global 
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Elites fear that he would reveal the chemical spraying of phosgene and 

that there is a covert agenda by the space program regarding an inbound 

space object. He would announce it to the public as well.

An interesting  overview on the  psychological  implications revolving 

about a speculated inbound object is presented by a carefully monitored 

media blackout by Nibiru researcher, Gordon Gianninoto. (Appendix A).

“...It  may be  interesting to  note that  on January 13,  2011,  NASA establishes  

April 19 as the new targeted Launch Date for this mission. Historically, tragic  

events  have  happened  on  April  19th and  other  “interesting”  events  coincide  

within only a  few days of  this  date.  In  my frm opinion,  The Elites  carryout 

satanic  ritualistic  sacrifces  on 

this date.”            - Sheldon Day

The  Robonaut  is  a  dexterous 
anthropomorphic (human-like) robot 
which is able to use robotic hands to 
perform  beyond  the  scope  of 
previous  humanoid  robots.  An 
anthropomorphic  robot  mimics 
human physiology, and is able to use 
tools  designed  for  humans  to 

perform safe and complex operations in very dangerous environments.

Mission STS-134's Payload is a General Motors Robot

Space Shuttle Discovery's fnal mission was on February 24, 2011 whose 

ferrying agenda is  to deliver an R2 unit  to the ISS.  Obama redirected 

funds away from manned missions to the moon and allocated $3 billion 

and a contract with General Motors Corporation and Oceaneering Space 

Systems  are  playing  key roles  in  the   development  of  the  specialized
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robotic human-like robots known as R2 units for the aerospace program.

It  is  an  ironic  reference  to  the  robot  R2D2 characterized  by George 

Lucas in the Star Wars movies.  If the theory that Planet X is real and that 

it could damage the space station and continued shuttle missions, that the 

joint development between GM and NASA had planned for the celestial 

event by replacing humans with robotics to complete the tasks on the ISS 

at this time. The timing coordinates with the presumed passage of Nibiru.

A question still  remains as to what is  happening in space on a fnal 

mission of the antiquated space shuttle program. What do two brothers on 

a  fnal  shuttle  mission  have  to  do  with  the  shooting  rampage  that 

occurred in January? One brother is already engaged in service in space 

and Gabrielle Giffords astronaut husband Mark Kelly is ready to depart 

via a fnal scheduled shuttle mission.

Sheldon  Day,  also  a  Tucsonan,  and  proprietor  of  a  website  called 

thelightofdayradioshow.com that is highly dedicated to the appearance of the 

massive  planet,  also  known  as,  Nibiru,  specializes  in  the  study  of  its 

timing and trajectory through our solar system. Sheldon Day has formed 

an opinion about the reasons for an assassination. He theorizes that there 

may have been a potential problem or fear that Gabrielle Giffords would

“spill the beans” about the space program. This situation has similarities 

to that of John Kennedy's preparations to reveal truths about the space 

program of the 60's.  There has been much speculation that Nibiru wrath 

will cause an electromagnetic feld pole shift, and the threat to NASA that 

the Floridian panhandle will be covered by rising seas, or the astronauts 

and shuttle become stranded in space due to the metal piercing barrage of 

Nibiru's cloud of rocks.  If her husband, Mark Kelly, is indeed on a suicide 

mission in space she would feel that the public should know they too are 

in danger on the surface of the planet.

Nibiru  at  its  worst  would  affect  the  entire  space  program  causing 

massive geological and natural disaster-like problems, armageddon so to 

speak; therefore the injuring Giffords would keep the astronauts in line by 

quieting  them  and  they  would  be  compelled  to  execute  their  mission 

without question.  

Disclosure of Nibiru's passage and the catastrophe it leaves in its wake 
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is the main fear of the Elites because they don't want to lose control of the 

masses by having the economy shut down and having intelligently-driven 

businesses run for the hills to go into survival mode.

If the expected scenario of destruction by the rogue planet, Nibiru, is an 

“aerospace  problem  that  is  not  to  be  disclosed  to  the  public”  be  an 

agreeable argument, then the story of murder is synonymous with the one 

that  happened in  1963.   JFK was ready to report  openly to Americans 

about an alien being presence on earth and that they have been working 

among us since the Eisenhower Administration.  John Kennedy was going 

to openly share our space program with the Russians.  Disclosure back 

then was was the main fear of the Elites. 

Interestingly enough, all events that have taken place usually come out 

as  fction  in  Hollywood  flms  prior  to  catastrophic  as  well  as  the 

seemingly benign events happen.  The secret societies have the need to 

show  what  they're  up  to.  The  twin  towers  being  struck  by  aircraft 

predates the actual event of 2001 – just one example relative to the topic of 

this book. We may be seeing a resurgence of the failed Challenger Space 

Shuttle tragedy over a quarter century ago taking the lives of all aboard. 

It is speculated that these “tells” suggest that the STS-134 and or STS-135 

will be staged as failed missions.

Of course this edition is presented early for the sole reason that time is 

short.  It merely begs answers to questions of a speculative nature and as 

such an approach, the following questions are asked:

1. Why is  this  one of  the most  postponed missions in  the shuttle 

program  history?   One  guess  is;  if  the  theory  that  there  was 

dissension in the ranks is right, Gabrielle, Mark, or both posed a 

problem.

2. If  the  husband  and  wife  team  in  the  space  program  are  both 

intimately knowledgeable of that which is not told to us, why take 

out one potential whistle-blower when both can be taken? A guess 

could  be  just  what  we're  seeing  in  the  Challenger  articles  and 

news chatter make Mark's demise appear accidental.
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Disturbing even to me is just making mention of this knowing both sides 

will read what I've said. I would not care to be cause of ill feelings, but I 

am just as frightened for both of  their safety. I  am also terrifed for all 

three hundred million of the rest of us.

Students of history will remember a small portion of a nineteen minute 

speech  warning  us  about  the  dangers  of  secret  societies.   Kennedy 

delivered this speech at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel to those that dispense 

the news on April 27, 1961, The President and the Press before the American 

Newspaper  Publishers  Association. It  indicates  how  opposed  he  was 

towards the agendas of the New World Order and  the advancing military 

industrial complex.

"The very word 'secrecy' is repugnant in a free and open society;  

and we are as  a people inherently and historically opposed to secret  

societies, to secret oaths and to secret proceedings. We decided long ago  

that the dangers of  excessive and unwarranted concealment of pert-

inent facts far outweighed the dangers which are cited to justify it."

This was not enough to have him killed;  however,  as  evidenced by 

president Dwight Eisenhower's Jan. 17th speech just three months prior. 

He presented the nation with a dire warning about what he described as a 

threat to democratic government, but was never killed for it. He called 

what  was  happening  “The  Military-Industrial  Complex,”  a  formidable 

union of defense contractors and the armed forces. 

It took over two years in late 1963 for the assassination of Kennedy to 

take place.  Mainly, it was for the reason he was prepared and ready to 

disclose what the Elites were withholding from the public and not that he 

warned us about them.

Kennedy's  voice  yielded  an  incredible  message  that  chronicled 

precisely  what  citizens  should  be  aware  and cautious  of.   He  told  us, 

without naming any entity specifcally, that it was in fact the Illuminati 

behind the scenes.  If a president today were to repeat the same words that 

John Kennedy did,  we would know the  truth about  the  state  that  our 

country is in as well as the trouble we face beginning January 8, 2011.  As
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is  always the case in today's corruption, these people will  never  admit 

their cause and wrong doing.

A Word About Disclosure

We Turn back the clock to the Kennedy days when the word on the 

street was that he would expose a concealed event during the Eisenhower 

administration.   That  information  has  now  been  disclosed  for  general 

consumption.  

The Eisenhower Brief

Dwight  D.  Eisenhower  was  in  receipt  of  a  briefng  to  which  was 

attached special  public  considerations  because  of  the  sensitivity  of  the 

conditions.  This information; however, has been only recently announced 

publicly by former legislator,  Henry McElroy, who presents a statement 

on the unreleased “Eisenhower Brief.”  This document discloses the alien 

being presence on this planet.  If this statement were released in 1963, the 

president then, John Kennedy, would have been decommissioned.  As it 

turned  out,  he  was.   The  brief  was  passed  off  to  him  by  Dwight 

Eisenhower, obviously,  and he was prepared to show it to us.   Although 

the brief has been known for decades but its existence denied, it has just 

now been allowed to enter the public domain in McElroy's YouTube video 

explanation  of  the  brief.   It  is  not  surprising  that  he  has  not  been 

eliminated  for  having  done  so.   This  can  only  mean  that  there  is  an 

ulterior motive for allowing that admittance of  aliens be known to the 

public without fear of doing so.  Hence, McElroy addressed at a specifed 

time frame that may follow the agenda of the secret society.  Otherwise, 

why would he risk his life after service to the country and living quite 

comfortably in retirement?

But, the government and the shadow government comprised of Global 

Elites behind it  are not talking about the passage of  Nibiru, for that is 

most likely what they still want to be kept secretive.  Gabrielle Giffords, 

like JFK, had the attempt on her life perhaps for the same effort to warn us 

about something, not of aliens, but of impending doom by a cosmic event.



 

Above: Gabrielle Giffords laughs with her mother, Gloria 
Kay Fraser

Left  and  background:  Year  book  pictures  from  Scripts 
College on Gabrielle's page that says, “Just Do It!”



Carmen, Arizona







Chapter 8
Guns and Weapons Laws – The Greatest Threat to the 2nd Amendment

    "No arsenal, or no weapon in the arsenals of the 
world, is as formidable as the will and moral courage 

of free men and women." 

– Ronald Reagan

         

Gabrielle Giffords  was a pro-abortion campaigner and is understood to 

have received death threats after supporting the controversial healthcare 

bill.  The “Obamacare” bill having been repealed for good reason is still 

fghting  its  way  back  into  existence.   She  also  supported  the  Green 

Movement which is by no means a solution to environmental issues since 

carbon taxation meant more revenue generation by the so-called cartels 

elected by American citizens. 

By contrast of interests, she also supported the gun lobby in the US and 

owned one herself, ironically, a Glock 9mm pistol, the same make used by 

Loughner.  Her  support  for  the  right  to  bear  arms must  be  considered 

when  viewing  Saturday's  event  as  a  government  assassination  plot. 

Within  one  week,   three  gun  regulation  bills  emerged  and  were 

introduced  in  Congress  reminiscent  of  the  trend  for  which  has  been 

repeated time and time again after high profle assassination attempts e.g. 

the Brady Bill after the attempt on former President Ronald Reagan's life. 

Loughner used a once banned weapon that was in effect between 1994
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and 2004 as part of a ban on assault weapons, which also expired.  The 

Constitution affords us the right to bear arms – even models and brands a 

mixed up twenty-two year  old could purchase.   The media staged the 

event by modeling a viewpoint it want's the public to believe in order to 

view it differently from the normal. They created a mindset; “it is too easy 

for a psychopath youth to obtain a frearm that should be regulated.”

To date, the actual mug shot of Jared Loughner booked on the 8th has 

not been revealed publicly.  While It becomes clearer that the killings were 

orchestrated, it is not known if the suspect set for trial in September is the 

actual shooter. If every facet of an operation were to be considered and the 

outcome  fulfll  a  need,  then  they  must  arm  the  shooter  with  such  a 

weapon,  then  because  the  intent  is  to  disarm  Americans  by  installing 

heavily regulated weapons laws, in this case it would be necessary to use 

a  specifc weapon to  cause  disgust  among Americans causing them to 

question the 2nd Amendment. Convinced it is no longer necessary to be 

serious  about  the  Amendment,  lawmakers  can  easily  push  highly 

regulated  laws  through  Congress  over  the  course  of  the  year  2011.  

The newspapers are currently printing announcements  of  what  is  to 

come in the form of mismanaged information as well as showing us how 

dangerous it is not to have highly regulated laws prohibiting the sales of 

weapons “of small, yet lethal destruction.”

It  is  believed  that  Obama will  be  asked  to  expand on  his  apparent 

support for a bill  introduced by Democratic Rep. Carolyn McCarthy of 

New York that proposes a ban on the sale or transfer of high-capacity gun 

magazines.2

Surrounded  by  local  leaders,  Rep. 
Carolyn  McCarthy  speaks  during  a 
news conference about gun control in 
New York, Monday.

   - Seth Wenig/AP
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There is a peculiarity of reasoning as to why Jerrod Loughner, a person 

considered to be very bright with a knowledge and a loathing of poor 

government practices which threaten our Constitutional rights and even 

its existence all together would choose, out of all the congressmen who 

threaten the 2nd amendment, would target one woman to eliminate from 

the  congressional  voting  pool  who  was  driven  to  preserve  that 

amendment.   The logic  does  not  ft.   It  does  make sense;  however,  to 

render out of commission a federal judge who within twenty-four hours 

ruled against  government interests,  yet  very constitutionally,  that  were 

unpopular  with  the  population's  concern.  It  makes  more  sense  that 

Gabrielle was a preferred sacrifcial target decided upon by an entity other 

than the killer, Jared Lee Loughner.  In reality, it appears that the event 

was a contracted “hit” by corporations with which a fnancial  problem 

loomed over Judge Roll and another one involving Gabrielle Giffords by 

the  structures  controlling  the  Obama  administration  with  an  agenda 

regarding the Constitution.  Two birds were taken with one stone by two 

separate interests groups working together to satisfy a unifed move to 

consolidate power. 



Building a Prison Yard in Your own 
Neighborhood & Across the Country 

ICx Corporation's “Cerberus” is a 
fully integrated, mobile perimeter 
surveillance platform capable of rapid 
deployment. 'SkyWatch' mobile 
observation towers.  

Evolution and mobilization of the mobile perimeter surveillance 
platform “Mobile Guard Towers”

Founded in 1992, New Heights started out in the outdoor recreation 

market.  In  1996  New Heights  modifed their  product  as  the  company 

began  the  transition  into  the  security  marketplace.  The  new,  portable 

security  tower  was  designed  around  security  industry  feedback and 

included a  generator,lights  and heat/air  conditioning.  Among the  frst 

major customers were the U.S. Border Patrol and the 1996 Olympic Games 

in Atlanta. Today, New Heights mobile security platforms are used by all 

branches  of  the  U.S.  military  and  other  government  agencies,  police 

departments,  colleges,  prisons  and  amusement  parks,  as  well  as  in 

international  markets.  The initial  platform has evolved and now offers 

optional  bullet  proof  capability,  thermal  cameras,  public  address 

equipment,  ground  surveillance  radar  and  wireless  transmission 

capability, to name just a few enhancements.

In September 2005 New Heights became part of ICx Technologies, Inc. 

ICx was formerly a subsidiary of Charter One Bank, National Association. 

As  a  result  of  Charter  One's   acquisition  by RBS  Citizens,  N.A.,  they 

operate as a subsidiary of RBS Citizens, N.A.

They signifcantly increased its integration capabilities as well as the 

fnancial strength of its operations. ICx provides advanced technologies  
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for homeland security and force protection, with operations dating back 

investing in companies with leading-edge security technologies and was 

incorporated in 2003.  ICx lease this equipment to the federal government.

Global Elitist: George Soros 

George  Soros  has  a  controlling  hand  in  the  area  of  frearms  and 

ammunition. He can turn the switch off at anytime. An illustration of how 

catastrophic an act that would be is the genetic seed modifcation giant, 

Monsanto,  the  insidious  company  that  has  control  over  natural  food 

supply  by  its  synthetic  food  program.  If  they  decide  to  refuse  selling 

genetically modifed seeds to farmers worldwide, global starvation would 

ensue within a single year.  

As  recently  2003s  threat  of  the  North  American  Union  merger  of 

Canada,  Mexico,  and  the  United  States.  Soros  was  heavily  involved. 

During this time he invested one hundred million dollars in the Carlyle 

Partners II, one of the Carlyle Group's most successful funds.  In 1992, 

George  Bush  Jr.  signed  Executive  Order  12803  on  infrastructure 

privatization which removed the barriers the federal government imposed 

on  cities  and  states  to  lease  public  works  infrastructure  to  private 

investors1.  The infrastructure was unfavorably to taxpayers being leased 

to Spain and other countries.  Soros, therefore, has a track record of being 

a sellout.

Hungarian born, Soros has dedicated a large percentage of his income 

gained from manipulating  international  stock  and currency markets  to 

push  for  gun  control.   He  funds,  Rebecca  Peters,  director  of  of  the 

International Action Network on Small Arms (IANSA) and Chair of the 

National  Coalition  for  Gun  Control,  who  is  working  with  the  United 

Nations and governments around the world to remove personal weapons. 

She  is  secondarily  responsible  for  bringing  about  sweeping  changes, 

including  uniform  gun  laws  across  the  eight  states,  a  ban  on 

semiautomatic  rifes  and  shotguns,  and  a  year-long  buyback  that 

destroyed nearly 700,000 weapons. 

Though Soros lost his bid to control the 2004 presidential election, what 

his millions actually bought was a complex, secret political infrastructure 
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funded not just  by Soros,  but  also by some 70 fellow millionaires  and 

billionaires. They reportedly lavished more than $100 million dollars of 

networked organizations such as Podesta`s Center for American Progress 

(CAP), the anti-gun People For the American Way and the Association of 

Community Organizations for Reform Now (ACORN).

Podesta helped to posture Obama`s move to presidency and with his 

connection  to  George  Soros,  infringes  on  the  future  of  the  Second 

Amendment.6

George  Soros,  it  seems,  is  also  profting  off  the  controversial  TSA 

scanners.  Barack Obama is budgeting thirty-seven billion dollars towards 

the  Department  of  Homeland Security.   Soros  sits  as  chairman  on  the 

board  of  trustees  of  the  International  Crisis  Group of  which  has  been 

implicated in sponsoring the Egyptian Crisis to install the CIA supported 

vice president, Omar Suleiman, soon after the January 8 shootings. 

Suleiman has long been favored by the U.S. government for his ardent 

anti-Islamism and willingness to talk and act tough about Iran, and he has 

been the CIA’s main contact in Cairo. Suleiman is known in Egypt as their 

“torturer-in-chief” and at least one person extraordinarily rendered by the 

CIA to Egypt, Mamdouh Habib, was tortured by Suleiman himself.

The idea is  this:  there is  a  connection between the SkyWatch mobile 

observation guard towers and globalist, George Soros because he works in 

concert with the Department of Homeland Security.  Since he sits on a 

think tank board of  decision makers that  paved the way for Suleiman 

within the same month of the Congress on your Corner massacre, it lends 

credibility to the notion that a plans of action are being carried out.

The Soros infuenced mobile towers are of particular interest here in the 

United  States.   ICx  Corporation  is  controlled  by  Cerberus  Capital 

Management who leases these mobile guard towers. One such model is 

named “Cerberus” and is also leased to corporate and federal government 

entities.  Steve  Feinberg,  CEO of  Cerberus,  and  George  Soros  are  joint 

partners in the largest frearms and ammunition company called 'Freedom 

Group' and is based in Madison, N.C.  The George Soros controlled 
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private equity company, Cerberus Capital Management, could pull the 

switch and cut off all gun and ammunition sales in the US. Apparently, 

the American people are unaware that for the past decade, Cerberus has 

acquired nearly every gun and ammunition maker in the United States 

and  consolidated  them  into  a  holding  company  called  'The  Freedom 

Group.”

Cerberus now controls thirteen brands in a holding company it created 

for  its  Madison-based  Freedom  Group.  With  sales  of  nearly  1  billion 

dollars in 2009, Freedom Group is the largest gun and ammunition maker 

in  the  U.S.  That  means  Stephen  A.  Feinberg,  Cerberus'  founder  and 

managing member, is the country's top civilian gun magnate.

Emerging Prison Nation 
by Catherine Itule, A.K.A CityGypsy

A conscientious warning about the visibly emerging 
prison nation by an awakened “free” citizen of the U.S.A.

“Hello...

I want to share something with you. 

 Recently,  I  discovered  that  mobile  

mechanical police towers are popping up in  

"small town america."  The frst one I came 

across  was  flmed  somewhere  in  North  

Carolina,  by  a  YouTuber.   The  guy  was  

driving  past  his  local  Walmart  when  he  

spotted  this  huge  30  foot  mobile  police  

tower...looming  over  the  parking  lot  at  

Walmart.  

This mobile surveillance unit is operated by U.S. 
Border Patrol personnel and is set up just 7 miles 
from  the  Mexican  border,   north  of  Nogales, 
Arizona.  This unit is a few hundred yards from 
the house I grew up in and is positioned on a hill 

overlooking a portion of the Coronado National Forest valley. The corridor is traffcked with 
border crossers and drug smugglers into the U.S.  The mountains in the background are in 
Mexico.  This is an appropriate use of the equipment.  

Courtesy: Tim Speakerman
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This is very recent...as in November/December  2010.  I felt I had to do a more 

extensive search...to see where else these "30 foot mobile police towers" were being 

set up.  I found many more actually.  Most of them all located in small town u.s.a.  

but the one thing that really caught my attention...is that all the videos about  

these mobile police towers were flmed by ordinary citizens like you and me very 

recently,  as  in  most  of  them  were  flmed  in  November/December  2010  and 

January 2011.

They are test ballooning this...in small town u.s.a.  To get everyone acclimated.

I don't know about you...but when I see looming mobile police towers in a  

Walmart parking lot, or one close to a grassy park in another 'small town' and  

another one ata really small train station in yet another 'small town' and all the  

other ones I now see scattered across the eastern states, it gave me the willies.  

They look like the towers in a prison yard.

Are all of our towns and cities going to eventually be giant prison yards with 

mobile mechanical police towers scattered everywhere?

Gabrielle Giffords:  A terrible horrible awful tragedy. People were killed.  A 9 

year old child was killed.  All of this in a Safeway parking lot in Tucson.

A friend of mine wrote me an email this morning.   My friend see's all the  

same signs that I do concerning the tearing down of our American way of life.  

 The tearing down of our once free and open society...until the tragedy of 911 that  

is....after that, the degradation sped up.   Isn't that what happened in Germany 

with the Reichstag Building Fire?   History teaches us, years later, that the fre 

was started by the German Government...for the express purpose of...instilling 

fear on the people...and they gladly traded their free and open societal ways for 

what? Security!  What happened right after that?  Anyone?

Anyway, my friend told me that he went to 2 meetings this morning.    Two 

different meetings with two different groups of people.  He told me that everyone 

was  talking  about  the  Giffords  tragedy...and  that  99% of  them were  literally 

touting "more security...we need more security!!!"

Do you see how this poison spreads?   I  hope you do.  Don't  be one of  the  

poisoned ones. They would have us trade our liberty and freedom...all in the name 

of more security from the boogieman...

Backscatter XRay Machines at the Airports, installed with the  quickness, so  

fast in fact it makes my head spin.  Not to mention the totally uncalled for
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extreme pat-downs if you don't want to get radiated by "the machine."   These 

pat-downs are humiliating in the extreme.  This is done on purpose.  You can see 

that can't you?  Tell me you can. So...whats next?   XRay Machines at Football  

Games? The Mall?   The Movie Theatre?   High Schools? Colleges?   The Opera 

House?

So...about these 30 foot mobile police towers...are Americans going to allow 

the continuation of this ever growing Police State in this country by allowing  

these to go up because everyone has been rendered a spineless jelly fsh through  

the propaganda of fear tactics?

Is this what we have become in this country?   Never trade your God Given 

freedom for security in any measure...for any reason!  The consequences of doing 

so are grave. The timing...of the Gabrielle Giffords tragedy and these mobile police  

towers springing up in small town America is just impeccable.  Think!”

In light of the newly introduced deployment of the  phosgene toxin in 

dispersing with chemtrails,  it  is  highly recommended that  if  you have 

children or work for the educational system and would like to provide the 

best  youtube  videos  for  the  education  of  chemtrail  activity  and  the 

weather  modifcation  program,  please  visit  her  site.   The  titles  of  the 

chemtrail videos are:

“One full day of chemtrails”
“Another full day of chemtrails”
“The ChemX Files”

www.youtube.com/user/Citygypsy 



So, the greatest 
civilization is one 
where all citizens 

are equally armed 
and can only be

persuaded,
never 
forced.

Anonymous
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Summery

“The Constitution is nothing but a
Goddamned piece of paper”

- George Herbert Walker Bush Jr.

The Essence Of It All

20-30 years ago, a president would have been impeached for saying this 

publicly while in offce. What appeared to be and what the mainstream 

media is showing is a twisted tunnel-visioned image of the attempt on 

Gabrielle  Giffords' life.  Shown  to  us  via  the  news  is  most  likely  a 

diabolical fabrication of a “maligned self-styled killer story” in order to 

illicit a frst-of-the-year mindset with the public.  Its memorizing purpose 

is to detach human beings from anything that would afford them power 

to do anything about becoming powerless to the offshore globalists dead 
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set on imprisoning them.

And damage is what they accomplished with the murder of John Roll 

and near one with Gabrielle Giffords.  She was a Congresswoman who 

was chosen to be sacrifced so that a stranglehold on human rights could 

manifest more easily than in the past two years.  The Elites had attempted 

and failed to disarm the citizens of the United States, which, incidentally, 

is one of the fnal steps and the only way a superpower can be defeated, 

so as to make the fnal jump into a New World Order superpower status. 

They are now inches away.   

The dismantling of the US began during the 1974 oil embargo “Peak 

Oil” crisis and culminates once the Constitution no longer applies.

A Neo 9.11 it was on Saturday 8, 2011.  2001 was the year this nation 

was  isolated  from  the  world  and  it  then  became  crippled  during  the 

massive Bailout scheme – powerlessness.  The month of January, 2011 was 

the beginning of our direction towards subservience and the end to our 

sovereign right to freedom. Our lifeline to the Constitution is potentially 

irreversibly severed if we are not watchful.  

If we don't stop to look today, they will imprison us right where we sit.. 

idle, blind and ignorant.




